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Abstract 

Alpine environments are characterised by steep environmental gradients; they represent the 

ideal context in which to investigate species-environment relationships. Geographical 

Information Systems (GIS) have recently emerged as a suitable tool for combining data used 

to model species-environment relationships, and mapping the potential distributions of 

species. A high-resolution DEM (spatial resolution 0.7m), a suite of environmental data 

derived from topography, and presence-absence data for six alpine species, were used to 

model alpine species-environment relationships over an area of 0.2km2 near Valais, 

Switzerland. Species-environment relationships were modelled using a GLM with a binomial 

probability distribution. Elevation was identified as a fundamental determinant of species 

distributions, modified by solar insolation in the case of two species. Predictive performance 

of each model was assessed using the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve 

(AUC) statistic. Error resulting from the derivation of variables from the DEM was identified 

as a source of poor model performance. Successfully modelling the fine spatial variation in 

the distributions of alpine plant species in response to environmental variables is therefore 

identified as a significant challenge in ecology. 

 
Note on species names: 

In some cases, the full scientific species name is shortened to the genus; Pulsatilla vulgaris 

becomes Pulsatilla, for example. 

 
List of abbreviations: 
 
AUC:  Area Under (receiver operating) Curve 
GLM:  Generalised Linear Model 
LBL:  Laminar Boundary Layer 
MAM:  Minimum Adequate Model 
PHDM: Potential Habitat Distribution Map 
ROC:  Receiver Operating Curve 
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1.i Introduction 

 

“Life in high mountains is mainly constrained by physical components of the environment” 

(Körner 2003: 1) 

 

Quantifying species-environment relationships is becoming increasingly important. As many 

species move towards higher latitudes and elevations in response to rising temperatures due to 

climate change, habitat conservation becomes a priority (Hickling et al. 2006). Knowledge of 

species’ ecological responses is fundamental informing conservation strategy (Elith et al. 

2006; Pearson 2007). 

 

Relatively recent advances in Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and modelling 

technologies have permitted a transition from qualitative assessment (Pfeffer et al. 2003) to 

the quantification of species-environment relationships on an empirical basis (Franklin 1995). 

Models relating the probability of a species’ occurrence to environmental factors can be 

combined with GIS data layers to produce Potential Habitat Distribution Maps (PHDMs) 

(Guisan et al. 1998). Static equilibrium models of species-environment relationships have 

gained importance in recent years (Guisan et al. 1999); Table 1 provides examples of some 

relevant applications: 

Application context Use of species prediction 

Identification of sites that lie inside a species’ potential distribution; 
evaluation of suitability for reintroduction 

Conservation biology 

Identification of locations at risk of species extinction 
Biological indication Identification of key predictor conditions for species 
Nuisance species / 
invasion ecology 

Predict sites at risk from outbreaks / alien species invasion 

Interdisciplinary Quantification of species’ response to climate change 
Table 1: Areas of ecology in which the ability to predict species’ distributions is useful. 
Adapted from Manel et al. (2001): Table 1, p922 
 
Alpine plant species are at risk of extinction as a result of climate change, due to the limited 

altitudinal range they occupy and the restricted area of alpine environments (Guisan and 

Theurillat 2000b).A considerable body of literature is devoted to predicting species response 

to environmental factors in alpine areas. 
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1.ii An introduction to the alpine environment 

The term ‘alpine’ refers to the environment above the altitudinal limit of tree growth (Barry 

and Ives 1974). The European Alps extend for 800km from the Mediterranean to the edge of 

the central European plain, with an average ridge height of 2,500m a.s.l. and maximum 

elevation of more than 4,800m a.s.l. (Imboden 1998). The steep environmental gradients that 

characterise alpine terrain, resulting in enhanced spatial discontinuities in the occurrence of 

species (Dirnböck et al. 2003), are unique to alpine environments (Körner 2003). Steep 

environmental gradients permit ‘elevation for latitude’ experiments (Körner 2003), in which 

marked changes in vegetational composition may be observed along a vertical gradient 

hundreds of metres in length (Imboden 1998). The unique qualities of alpine environments 

facilitate investigation of the species-environment response, based on the distribution of 

plants along environmental gradients. 

 

Yost (2008) identifies three steps in predictive modelling: collection of species-level data, 

development of parsimonious models describing species-environment relationships, and 

application of models in a GIS to estimate the probability of species’ occurrence within 

sampled areas. A robust conceptual framework is a crucial underlying component in 

ecological modelling (Guisan & Zimmerman 2000); a model that is not based upon solid 

conceptual ground cannot be considered valid. There are two components to this: 

identification of the key environmental controls on plant distribution, and a conceptualisation 

of the ways in which plants respond to those environmental controls. The following provides 

a review of the important concepts. 

2. Review of Concepts and Methods 

2.i Environmental Controls on Plant Distribution 

Energy and mass exchanges in the alpine environment occur at a variety of spatial scales, the 

most important of which for determining the relationships between alpine vegetation and the 

environment is the micro-scale, which concerns changes in the distribution of environmental 

variables and vegetation to the order of 10-2 - 103 metres, as defined by Oke (1987). The 

alpine environment is characterised by heterogeneous topography, which typically varies at 

this scale; the micro-topography of alpine environments exerts considerable influence over 

environmental factors that limit plant distributions (Barry and Van Wie 1974; Oke 1987). 
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Above ground, the atmosphere can be divided into a number of layers, the most important of 

which, considering the heterogeneous topography of the alpine zone, is termed the laminar 

boundary layer (LBL) by Oke (1987). This layer, which is in direct contact with the vegetated 

surface, provides a buffer between vegetation and the turbulent atmospheric environment 

above. As it is directly connected with the growth environment of alpine plants, the LBL 

represents the primary mediator of energy exchange between the growing environment and 

the upper layers of the atmosphere. The thickness of the LBL varies with the degree of shelter 

provided by the micro-topography of the alpine environment (Oke 1987). Variations in slope 

and aspect combine with meteorological controls at the regional scale to create a wide variety 

of microclimates, each of which is characterised by different conditions available for plant 

growth (Barry and Van Wie 1974), with transitions between continental- and oceanic-style 

climates occurring over short distances (Ellenberg 1988). 

 

Temperature is a key control on plant distribution; different species exhibit different 

temperature tolerances. A key component of the alpine environment is the diurnal temperature 

range, which decreases with altitude and topographic exposure as a result of increased wind 

speed (Barry and Van Wie 1974). Mean temperature decreases with altitude according to the 

adiabatic lapse rate, as illustrated in Figure 1: approximately 0.6K per 100m in summer 

(Körner 2003).Temperature is also controlled by topography; in sheltered areas the cooling 

influence of wind is offset by increased thickness of the LBL, to produce greater daytime 

temperatures (Ellenberg 1988). Atmospheric moisture, also important for plant growth, 

declines in tandem with the adiabatic lapse rate, as relative atmospheric humidity decreases 

with decreases in temperature (Körner 2003). 
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Topography can be deconstructed into two components: slope and aspect. Both factors exert 

fundamental control over the environmental variables limiting for plant growth (Barry and 

Van Wie 1974), and during the hours of daylight, micro-topographic factors have a greater 

impact on plant distributions than changes at the broader environmental scale (Körner 2003). 

Firstly, slope is the primary control on the drainage characteristics of soil, and therefore the 

amount of moisture available for plant growth. 

 

Secondly, slope and aspect act together to influence the degree of exposure to prevailing 

weather conditions, which can have further impact on moisture availability by controlling the 

amount of evaporation that occurs (Oke 1987). Wind exposure also affects the amount of time 

for which snow is retained, and the distribution of snow drifts. Snow cover is an important 

control on plant distribution, as it acts as an insulating buffer, providing protection for plants 

against extremes in temperature during winter months (Billings and Bliss 1959). The extent of 

snow cover determined by wind-related drifting is controlled topography (Evans et al. 1989). 

The degree of winter insulation and the rate of spring melt, the spatial distribution of which is 

likely to reflect the heterogeneous interaction of wind and topography (Ellenberg 1988), are 

known to have considerable impacts on the distribution of plant communities; plants located 

 
Figure 1: The adiabatic lapse rate, after Körner (2003) 
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in sheltered areas where deep snow cover occurs are likely to have different requirements and 

tolerances to those located in exposed areas (Billings and Bliss 1959). Snow cover reduces 

(through cover) or enhances (through reflection) the amount of solar radiation received by 

plants (Körner 2003), and limits the growth period (Guisan and Theurillat (2000b). Shifting 

patterns of snow cover may lead to a changing pattern of potential habitat distributions across 

the alpine landscape, as new species gain dominance in an area based on their physiological 

requirements (Holway and Ward 1963). 

 

Finally, and most importantly, heterogeneous topography induces spatial differences in the 

loading of solar insolation across the landscape (Oke 1987). Solar insolation increases with 

altitude, but topographic configuration causes considerable modification of the general pattern 

(Barry and Van Wie 1974). The availability of solar insolation is highly significant, as it is a 

major determinant of the climate of the LBL and thus influences the moisture balance of the 

environment, partially controls the temporal interval for seasonal snow retention and therefore 

further influences the moisture balance (Alford 1974), and is a primary physiological 

requirement of plants related to the rate of photosynthesis (Oke 1987). 

 

In summary, heterogeneous variation in the micro-topography of the alpine environment is 

most significant through its effects on the loading of solar insolation at the ground’s surface. 

As solar insolation influences other environmental variables (soil moisture, snow cover) and 

is a primary requirement of plants for growth, it can be regarded as one of the most significant 

controls on alpine plant distribution. The aforementioned heterogeneity can produce marked 

variations in the climate at the ground’s surface.  

2.ii The concept of continuum versus community 

There is debate surrounding the nature of the geographic variation in species across a 

landscape – two concepts are central to this: the community concept, and the continuum 

concept (Causton 1988). The continuum concept arose in response to the community-based 

concept, which stated that species were arranged in discrete homogeneous units across the 

landscape (Austin 1985). The continuum concept is now accepted as the dominant paradigm 

in vegetation science and, following fundamental work by Whittaker (1975), states that the 

distribution of species varies in a continuous manner along environmental gradients, rather 

than as a discrete patterning of communities (Austin 1985). The individualistic response of 
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species to environmental gradients is a key component of the continuum concept (Gleason 

1926). The individualistic response paradigm is considered the most realistic based on 

palaeoecological evidence, which shows that species respond individually to changes in 

climate, and permits the predictive modelling of individual species’ distributions (Guisan and 

Zimmerman 2000). 

 

The response of a species to an environmental variable can be conceptualised as a species 

response curve. An idealised curve will be Gaussian in shape, but this is rarely the case in 

reality (Oksanen and Minchin 2002) – reflecting the influence of additional environmental 

variables, other than the gradient studied, on the distribution of the species’ occurrence in 

ecological space (Austin 1985). Therefore the consideration of the interactions between 

multiple environmental gradients, which combine to shape the ecological niche of a species, is 

necessary for the creation of models that accurately predict species’ occurrence. 
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Figure 2: Conceptual model of relationships between direct gradients, their indirect 
environmental determinants and the ecological niches governing plant distribution. 
Adapted from Franklin (1995: Fig.1: p479) and Guisan & Zimmerman (2000: Fig. 3: 
p152). 
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2.iii The fundamental niche 

Franklin (1995) identifies three types of environmental gradient, which are described in detail 

below. The sum of a species’ response to all environmental gradients characterises the 

species’ ecological niche, which is a combination of the fundamental and realised niches of a 

species (Moisen et al. 2006). Figure 2 provides a conceptual view of the interactions between 

the environmental factors contributing to the fundamental niche. The concept of the 

fundamental niche is integral to the modelling of relationships between environmental 

variables and the distribution of vegetation. The fundamental niche is an idealised 

representation of the environmental space occupied by a species, in the absence of external 

perturbing factors such as competition, disease and herbivory (Franklin 1995); it is primarily 

defined by the physiological response of a species in relation to constraints imposed by the 

physical environment (Guisan & Zimmerman 2000). In reality, this is rarely the case; the 

realised niche is the environmental space occupied by a species in response to the addition of 

perturbing factors such as those mentioned above (Franklin 1995). Quantification of the 

variables contributing to the realised niche is, however, problematic (Austin 2007). 

 

Guisan & Zimmerman (2000) emphasise the importance of differentiating between the 

fundamental and realised niches prior to the modelling process; the ability to distinguish 

between predicted distributions based on the theoretical physiological constraints of species, 

or those based on field observations (which are likely to include a number of external 

influences), is vital in evaluating potential species’ distributions derived from models. 

2.iv Predictors: direct versus indirect 

Austin and Smith (1989) define three types of ecological gradients: direct gradients have a 

direct physiological influence on plant growth but are not consumed; resource gradients 

address the availability of matter and energy consumed by plants in order to grow; indirect 

gradients do not have a direct influence on plant physiology but tend to be significantly 

correlated with species’ distributions (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000). Indirect predictors are 

relatively easy to measure and act as simple, but effective, proxies for direct predictors, 

information on which is more difficult to obtain (Austin 2007). However, reliance on indirect 

predictors limits the extent to which the model can be generalised to other geographical 

regions, because a similar topographic position in a different region can induce markedly 

different direct and resource gradients (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000). This effect is known 
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as Walter and Walter’s (1953) ‘law of relative site constancy’ (cited in Guisan and 

Zimmerman 2000: 151), which states that, for different regions, the same species will seek 

comparable environmental conditions by changing its topographic position.  

2.v Modelling using DEMs 

A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is often a prerequisite for predictive modelling of species’ 

distributions, because it forms the basis for the derivation of further environmental variables – 

immediately achievable using a GIS (Franklin 1995) – and determines the spatial resolution 

of those layers (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000). Many studies utilise indirect environmental 

variables derived from DEMs (such as slope angle and insolation) that act as surrogates for 

direct variables, such as soil moisture and temperature (Austin 2007). The spatial resolution of 

the DEM can often be set according to specific requirements; the derivation of ecologically-

relevant variables at high resolution allows the modelling and mapping of high resolution 

vegetation data (Pfeffer et al. 2003) and is regarded as a research priority (Guisan and 

Theurillat 2000a). Austin (2007) emphasizes that there is currently no standard best practice 

for modelling species’ distributions; the choices involved in the selection of methods are 

complex and numerous. The following sections provide a review of the methodological 

approaches to modelling species’ distributions. 
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Study area Spatial resolution of 
DEM (grid cell size) 

Size of study 
area 

Reference 

Hochschwab Range, 
Austria 

4m (resampled from 
50m) 

60km2 Dirnböck et al. (2003) 

Öztal, Austria 10m 3.6km2 Pfeffer et al. (2003) 
Northern Italian Alps 5m 5km2 Tappeiner et al. 

(1998) 
Western Swiss Alps 25m 270km2 Randin et al. (2006) 
Hochschwab Range, 
Austria 

25m 110km2 as above 

California, W USA 30m 72km2 Davis and Goetz 
(1990) 

Valais, Switzerland 25m Not stated Guisan et al. (1998) 
Nevada, W USA 30m Not stated Guisan et al. (1999) 
Vaud, Switzerland 1m 100km2 Lasseur et al. (2006) 
Valais, Switzerland 25m 400km2 Hoersch et al. (2002) 
SW Mexico 10m 12km2 Garcia-Aguirre et al. 

(2007) 
Oregon, NW USA 10m 362km2 Yost (2008) 
Valais, Switzerland 0.7m 0.2km

2
 This study 

Table 2: Previous work involving the use of variables extracted from DEMs in predictive 
vegetation modelling 

2.vi Use of Presence-Absence data 

Recent developments in Generalised Linear Modelling (GLM) allow the use of presence-

absence data in modelling the probability of species occurrence using logistic regression 

methods – presence-absence data is a commonly-used format in this respect, since it is readily 

collected in the field (Austin 2007). 

 

There is some debate surrounding the inclusion of absence data in modelling potential 

species’ distributions; Pearson (2007) highlights the need for caution when using absence 

data, because incorrectly-recorded absence – ‘false absence’ – can lead to bias in the resulting 

model. False absences occur when a species is not detected despite being present due to error 

on the part of the observer, or was absent due to mechanisms not related to the environmental 

variables such as anthropogenic influence, despite the environment being suitable (Pearson 

2007). Despite this potential cause of error, the inclusion of absence data in modelling 

potential distributions has been shown to improve model performance (Brotons et al. 2004). 
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2.vii Multiple Logistic Regression 

Multiple regression relates a dependent (response) variable to a number of independent 

(predictor) variables. For modelling the probability of species’ occurrence using data with a 

binomial probability distribution, such as presence-absence data, the statistical framework and 

terminology of Generalised Linear Modelling (GLM) has been widely applied (Guisan et al. 

1999; Guisan and Zimmerman 2000) and is advocated as the superior approach (Austin 

1985). Binomial GLMs with a logit link function produce predictions within the limits of the 

observed variable – for presence-absence data, these constitute a measure of probability – and 

are commonly termed logistic regression in distribution modelling literature (Guisan and 

Zimmerman 2000). GLMs automatically assume equilibrium between observed species 

distributions and the environment, and are unable to distinguish between transient and 

equilibrium responses of species to a dynamically-changing environment (Guisan and 

Zimmerman 2000). While in some cases this is a serious limitation, for alpine regions it is less 

of a problem, because the response of species to changes in the environment of those regions 

tends to be slow (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000); pseudo-equilibrium is assumed (Guisan and 

Theurillat 2000a). 

 

The principle difference between linear and logistic multiple regression is that the outcome 

variable is dichotomous (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000). This necessitates that the conditional 

mean of the regression equation be scaled between zero and 1. While there are several 

distribution functions that satisfy this requirement, the logistic distribution is regarded as 

flexible and easy to use and interpret (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000). The logistic 

transformation takes the expected values of the dependent variable Y and gives the logarithm 

of the odds that Y equals 1, and can be written as: 

 

 

(1) 

where: 

 е = base of natural logarithms 

β0 = intercept parameter 

 β1 = slope coefficient 

 χ1 = independent variable 
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Logistic regression transforms the response of a dichotomous dependent variable, such as 

presence-absence data, to resemble a linear relationship, with a slope coefficient, similar to 

standard linear regression; logistic regression essentially “linearizes the non-linear” (Pampel 

2000: 14). The coefficients represent the slope – the rate of change in the likelihood of a 

species occurring per unit change in the environmental variable. Thus, the aim of 

interpretation is to define the functional relationship between the environmental variables and 

the occurrence of species, based on a conceptual understanding of the ecological relevance of 

the slope coefficients (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000). 

2.viii Variable selection 

Finding the most parsimonious model that still explains the data is at the heart of model 

building; the advantages behind minimising the number of variables in the equation are that 

the model is easier to generalise, and likely to be more numerically stable, as well as 

minimising the standard error (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000). While all measured variables 

are theoretically relevant, not all are statistically significant. To account for this, Phillimore 

and Owens (2006) use a stepwise reduction procedure, where variables are sequentially 

deleted from the ‘maximal multivariate model’ (Phillimore and Owens 2006: 1050), based on 

significance, to produce a Minimum Adequate Model (MAM). The remaining variables are 

those identified as having the strongest influence on the occurrence of the dependent variable 

(Brickle 2002). 

2.ix Predicting species’ distributions 

The potential distribution of a species can be predicted once the species’ ecological niche has 

been identified through modelling. Modelling the potential distribution of species is 

synonymous with modelling the potential habitat for each species, leading to the widespread 

adoption of the term ‘Potential Habitat Distribution Map’ (PHDM) to describe the 

cartographic representation of the habitat deemed suitable for a particular species (Guisan and 

Zimmerman 2000). Implementing the logistic GLM in a GIS is conceptually simple – each 

independent variable (map layer) is multiplied by its slope coefficient (Guisan et al. 1999). As 

the results of this calculation are scaled according to that of each of the independent variables, 

it is necessary to implement the inverse logistic transformation, the result of which is a map of 

probability of occurrence (Guisan et al. 1998): 
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(2) 

 

where 

 β0 = intercept 

 a …= independent variables 

 x = slope coefficients 

2.x Assessing the predictive performance of the model 

Providing a measure of model performance is a vital step, without which the application of a 

model cannot be regarded as valid (Fielding and Bell 1997) – this is commonly termed 

‘validation’ or ‘evaluation’ in the literature (Pearson 2007). Guisan and Zimmerman (2000) 
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terminology, since the inherent approximation in modelling precludes ‘validation’ in the sense 
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In order to assess predictive performance it is necessary to have an evaluation dataset, against 
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reviewed by Guisan and Zimmerman (2000) and Austin (2007). Guisan and Zimmerman 
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data partitioning may be used to produce a preliminary estimate of model performance, but 

the entire dataset is used in the final model; the preliminary estimate of model performance is 

therefore pessimistic and cautionary. 

 

A number of model validation methods exist, including classification matrices, however these 

are not always appropriate (Lemeshow and Hosmer 2000) and measures derived from them 

require selection of an optimal classification threshold for model predictions (Pearson 2007). 

Threshold-independent measures, such as the Area Under the Receiver Operating 

Characteristic curve (AUC) are regarded as being more robust because they are insensitive to 

subjectivity introduced in methods used to determine optimal thresholds for binary 

predictions (Pearson 2007) and the prevalence of the modelled species (Manel et al. 2001). 

The use of AUC is currently regarded as best practice for model evaluation in ecology (Austin 

2007). 

 

The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve plots sensitivity (correctly predicted 

observed presences) against 1-specificity (correctly predicted observed absences) for the 

entire range of possible probability thresholds (Pearson 2007). The convention of subtracting 

1 from specificity ensures that both sensitivity and specificity vary in the same direction when 

the threshold value is iteratively adjusted (Pearce and Ferrier 2000). Predictive performance is 

summarised by the Area Under Curve (AUC) statistic, which equates to the area of the graph 

(as defined by its axes) that lies below the ROC curve (Swets 1988). The AUC provides a 

measure of the likelihood that locations with observed presence will return higher predicted 

values than those with observed absences, as summarised by Table 3. 

Area Under Curve Discrimination between observed 
Presence and Absence 

AUC ≤ 0.5 No better or worse than random (indicates 
that species occurrence cannot be 
modelled) 

0.5 < AUC < 0.6 Poor 
0.6 ≤ AUC < 0.7 Acceptable 
0.7 ≤ AUC < 0.8 Good 
0.8 ≤ AUC < 0.9 Excellent 
AUC ≥ 0.9 Outstanding  

 
Table 3: Measures of model performance derived from the AUC statistic. 
Adapted from Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000): p162. 
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Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000) note that achieving an AUC greater than 0.9 is extremely 

unlikely, and that therefore a value between 0.7 and 0.8 represents good predictive 

performance. They also emphasise that a poorly-calibrated model (based on the selection of 

variables, discussed above) may still exhibit good discrimination; the calibration of a model 

and the assessment of its predictive performance should not be considered in isolation 

(Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000). 

 

Assessing error propagation and spatial trends in uncertainties is another important stage in 

model evaluation (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000). Error propagation can result from the 

combination of multiple data layers in a GIS (Burrough and McDonnell 1998). Cartographic 

representations of uncertainty can identify areas where ecological processes not included in 

the model may occur – this is particularly applicable to ecological variables that exhibit a 

patchy distribution (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000). A consideration of error in modelling is 

always necessary, since the complex heterogeneity inherent in nature cannot be modelled 

accurately at all spatial and temporal scales (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000). 
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3. Aims and Hypotheses 

3.i Aims 

The preceding review highlights several key areas within the discipline of modelling species-

environment relationships: the production of Potential Habitat Distribution Maps (PHDMs) 

for use in conservation, and the assessment of uncertainty in PHDMs relating to model error. 

This study takes place over a smaller area, and at higher spatial resolutions, than previous 

work (see Table 2) – the degree to which high-resolution studies of species-environment 

relationships can successfully predict the occurrence of plant species, as significantly affected 

by the heterogeneous loading of solar insolation across the landscape, has not received much 

attention in the literature. As such the aims of this study are: 

 

i. The production of PHDMs for six alpine species based on modelled species-

environment relationships, and an evaluation of the ability of the models to correctly 

predict the observed distribution of species. 

ii. An assessment of the extent to which the modelled distribution is controlled by solar 

insolation, at a higher spatial resolution than that typically used in predictive 

vegetation modelling. 

3.ii Hypotheses 

Two null hypotheses have been formulated in relation to the aims of this study: 

 

H01: The loading of solar insolation, related to topographic factors, is not a significant 

determinant of the distribution of alpine plant species at the study site. 

 

H02: The probability of occurrence of alpine plant species at the study site cannot be modelled 

(where ‘modelled’ implies an AUC > 0.5) using physiographic variables derived solely from a 

DEM. 
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4. Methodology 

4.i Study Site 

The study site was located at Swiss grid reference 600745 096655, in the Tsijiore Nouve 

valley, 2.6km west of the village of Arolla, Valais, Switzerland. The study took place over an 

area of approximately 0.2km2, at a mean elevation of 2635 metres a.s.l. The site was chosen 

for its distinctly conical meso-scale morphology, which provided an ideal framework within 

which to conceptualise environmental influence on species’ distributions. Closer inspection 

revealed local variation, characterised by hummocky micro-topography at the site’s eastern 

aspect, and an area of steep, locally-sheltered sparsely-covered rocky ground at the western 

aspect (see Figure 5). The south slope was relatively uniform. The north and north-east 

aspects were limited in extent, being truncated by a ski lift resulting in an artificial bouldered 

area, excluded from the study area on the account of adverse anthropogenic influence. The 

north slope was the least steep. 
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 Figure 3: Location of study area 
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Left: Figure 5: the steep 
western aspect at the 
study site 
 

Above: Figure 4: examples of micro-
topography present at the study site. 
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4.ii Sampling procedure 

A pseudo-systematic sampling strategy was adopted based on qualitative observations, 

whereby data were collected via a series of transects, orientated east-west across the study site 

(see Figure 6). The transect-based strategy was adopted in preference to a grid-based 

systematic or stratified-random sampling scheme due to constraints of space and time, which 

were not conducive to the establishment of a grid-based sampling scheme. In addition, the 

degree to which the variation in species’ distributions would be reflected by a random-based 

sampling scheme was unclear. A further advantage of the transect-based strategy was that the 

data required for the development of a DEM could be collected concurrently with species 

data, reducing the total amount of time needed for data acquisition. 

 
Figure 6: Schematic map showing transect-based sampling scheme 
Image: Google (2008) 
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Sampling locations were spaced at approximately five metres; this distance was identified as 

suitable in representing a compromise between the collection of a sufficient number of 

samples and minimising spatial autocorrelation effects; the minimum distance between 

samples required in order to minimise the risk of spatial autocorrelation is regarded as the 

distance over which no biological interaction between plant species occurs (Guisan and 

Zimmerman 2000). Sampled locations were localised to the Swiss National Grid using a 

Garmin eTrex Vista® Cx handheld GPS unit. This unit is equipped with a barometric 

altimeter, providing more robust altitudinal accuracy than standard GPS-based triangulation 

and was therefore deemed appropriate for the purposes of this study (Vogiatzakis 2003). At of 

the sampled, the presence-absence of six species within a two metre radius were established 

by eye and recorded in a logbook. Following fieldwork, the presence- absence data were 

reunited with the GPS data, using the waypoint number as a unique identifier. A total of 169 

unique locations at the study site were sampled in this manner. 

Selection of species 

Six species were selected for this study on the basis of distinctiveness; being readily 

identifiable in the field was noted as an important criterion, in order to minimise error in the 

form of false presences and false absences. All six species typically occur throughout the 

mountains of Europe (Tutin et al. 1981). Qualitative observations prior to sampling 

demonstrated the widespread occurrence of Sedum at the study site; on this basis, Sedum was 

selected as a control species, under the following secondary working hypothesis: that no 

significant relationships would be found between environmental variables and the presence of 

Sedum. 
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Table 4: Table of sampled species, with diagnostic characteristics 

Species Considerations / 
Observations 

Identification 

Gentiana acaulis Size of sampled 
speciment: 8cm in 
height; negligible areal 
coverage. 

 
Geum reptans Usually occurs above 

2000 metres a.s.l. (Tutin 
et al. 1981). Widespread 
occurrence at the study 
site. 
 
Preference for wet soils 
(Weppler et al. 2006) 
 
Size of sampled 
specimen: 3cm in 
height, areal coverage 
approximately 30cm2.  

Juniperus communis Found throughout 
Europe, but mainly on 
southern ranges (Tutin 
et al. 1993). Light- and 
elevation-limited 
(Thomas et al. 2007). 
 
Size of sampled 
specimen: 30cm in 
height; areal coverage 
approximately 1m2. 

Image: Neva Micheva (2007) 
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Pulsatilla vulgaris Intolerant of poor 
drainage (Tutin et al. 
1993). 
 
Size of sampled 
specimen: 8cm in 
height; areal coverage 
approximately 20cm2 at 
base. 

 
Sedum Widespread occurrence 

over the entire study 
site. 
 
Xerophytic (Willis & 
Shaw 1985). 
 
Occurs on dry, rocky 
and unconsolidated 
ground (Tutin et al. 
1993). 
 
Size of sampled 
specimen: 8cm in 
height; wide areal 
coverage in areas where 
prevalent. 

 

Silene acaulis Mat-forming moss-like 
herb; occurs throughout 
the higher mountains of 
Europe on open and 
stony ground (Tutin et 
al. 1993). 
 
Occurred in sheltered 
hollows. 
 
Size of sampled 
specimen: 10cm in 
height; areal coverage: 
approximately 90cm2 
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Use of presence-absence data 

The presence-absence approach was adopted as a suitable method for sampling the 

distribution of species within the study area, in order to collect the largest dataset possible 

given the time constraints. Taking common sampling considerations (see section 2.vi) into 

account, the risk of false absences occurring was regarded as minimal due to a number of 

factors. Firstly, data acquisition was carried out by one observer, avoiding the problems 

associated with combining the efforts of several observers; data acquisition by a single 

observer thereby minimises the potential for subjectivity. Secondly, data acquisition occurred 

over a short period (four days), during which weather conditions remained stable and 

optimum for the identification of distinctive plant species. The short window available for 

data acquisition allowed the observer to remain focused on the task of identifying species. 

Lastly, data acquisition was confined to a relatively small study area – as such, the 

environmental context within which species were identified remained consistent. The above 

factors were held to minimise the error in the model caused by false absences, through 

reducing the risk of false absences occurring. 

 

4.iii Creation of DEM 

Interpolation was necessary to create a DEM of the study area. Interpolation techniques 

predict the value of the measured variable (in this case, elevation) at un-sampled locations 

(Mitas and Mitasova 2005). Of a number of available techniques, thin plate splines were 

identified as the most technique based on the following characteristics. As exact piece-wise 

functions, splines are fitted to small numbers of data points based on the rule that the fitted 

surface must pass through the data points; as such they are a suitable technique for 

representing heterogeneous local variation (Burrough and McDonnell 1998). 

 

The interpolation was undertaken using the Splines function in ESRI’s (2006) ArcMap. The 

function uses a natural neighbour approach to fit an interpolated surface that is analogous in 

character to a rubber sheet, tuned according to the nature of variation in the measured data, to 

produce a surface that varies smoothly and passes through all the data points (Mitas and 

Mitasova 2005). A grid cell size of 0.7m was adopted to reflect the micro-scale topography at 
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the study site. As noted above, this results in a higher spatial resolution than that used in many 

previous studies. 

4.iv Extraction of variables from DEM 

Slope 

Slope was extracted from the DEM using the Slope function in ArcMap, using a 3x3 local 

neighbourhood window, which moves systematically over the DEM raster to calculate the 

maximum rate of change between the value of the central cell and those of its neighbouring 

cells. The maximum rate of change indicates the steepness of the slope, which can be 

conceptualised as a plane fitted over the 3x3 cell window, the declination from the horizontal 

of which is measured in degrees (ESRI 2006). 

Aspect 

Aspect was derived from the DEM in a similar way to slope. The facing direction of the plane 

described above determines the aspect value in degrees from grid north (ESRI 2006). The 

resulting circular variable could not be used as an environmental variable in logistic 

regression (for example, north-facing slopes could have aspect values of 1-45° or 315-360°); 

correlations produced on this basis would be spurious. Therefore aspect was adjusted 

according to the following transformations: 

 

Northing = cos(aspect) 

 

Easting = sin(aspect) 

 

This procedure returns linear variables that range between 1 and -1 (where 1 indicates north-

facing or east-facing, and -1 indicates south-facing or west-facing, respectively). Similar 

procedures have been implemented by Dirnböck et al. (2003) and Guisan and Theurillat 

(2000b). 

Hillshade 

The degree to which the local topography influences the amount of solar radiation received is 

subject to diurnal variation. To account for this, hillshade was calculated at two-hour intervals 
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throughout the day1. The values summarised in the table below were used as inputs for the 

Hillshade function in ArcMap, which calculates hypothetical illumination values for each cell 

of the DEM, based on the topographic variables discussed above (ESRI 2006), in addition to 

curvature, used previously by Dirnböck et al. (2003) as a measure of topographic shelter. The 

arithmetic mean of the five resulting hillshade rasters was calculated using map algebra, in 

order to derive average hillshade values for the period between 08:00 and 16:00. Figure 7 

demonstrates the occurrence of high hillshade values in areas characterised by low solar 

insolation. Therefore, hillshade was adopted as a measure of topographic exposure, values are 

inversely related to the amount of shelter provided by surrounding topography. 

Local Time Solar Altitude (Zenith) 
(Degrees from horizontal) 

Solar Angle (Azimuth) 
(Degrees from true north) 

08:00 19.6 103.5 

10:00 38.1 130.6 

12:00 48.5 169.7 

14:00 44.3 213.2 

16:00 28.5 245.1 

Table 5: solar geometry figures used in the calculation of hillshade  

                                                 
1 For the calculation of hillshade and solar radiation, it was necessary to define a day (and for the latter, time) 
over which the solar geometry required for the derivation of the variable would be calculated. 12:00 on 10th 
September 2007 was selected, as this was the date on which the majority of the data were collected. 

 
Figure 7: Scatterplot with regression line showing the relationship 
between derived variables solar insolation and hillshade. R2 = 0.18 
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Solar Radiation 

The Area Solar Radiation function in ArcMap was used to derive the loading of solar 

radiation for each cell in the DEM, using a method based on previous work by Rich et al. 

(1994), and Fu and Rich (2002). The output from the solar radiation modelling procedure is a 

raster where each cell contains the total intercepted radiation value, in watt-hours per square 

metre (WH m-2), as a combination of direct, diffuse (attenuated by the atmosphere) and 

reflected (by local topography) radiation (Rich et al. 1994). The radiation value is calculated 

systematically for every cell in the DEM, by combining the hemispherical viewshed (a grid 

which delineates the regions of sky obscured by topography), with incident radiation values 

that are calculated for each hemispherical viewshed cell and adjusted to account for the angle 

of incidence (Rich et al. 1994). The angle of incidence is derived from solar geometry, which 

is calculated based on topography, the Julian date, the time of day for which solar radiation is 

to be calculated, and the latitude of the site. The calculation can be performed over a specified 

period of time. The sum of the solar radiation values not masked by the hemispherical 

viewshed is taken as the total insolation at a single raster cell (ESRI 2006). 
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Environmental 
variable 

Map 
layer 

Units of 
measurement 

Ecological relevance Level of 
Derivation2 

Elevation elv Metres a.s.l. Temperature, moisture 
availability  

Primary 

Slope slp Degrees Hydrology; soil moisture, 
snow cover 

Secondary 

Northness cos_aspect Arbitrary scale 
(see text) 

Solar insolation, unsampled 
elevation – related gradients, 
snow cover 

Secondary 

Eastness sin_aspect Arbitrary scale 
(see text) 

Weather effects, snow cover Secondary 

Hillshade hillshd Arbitrary scale 
(see text) 

Topographic exposure, snow 
cover 

Tertiary 

Solar insolation rad WH m-2 (watt-
hours per 
square metre) 

Temperature, radiation 
available for plant growth 

Tertiary 

Table 6: Environmental variable data layers derived from DEM 

 

Table 6 indicates a degree of overlap between the environmental variables used in this study –

solar insolation and northness, for example, may appear to conflate. These overlaps were 

purposefully included in the study methodology in order to account for the spatial distribution 

of sampling over the study site; Figure 6 shows that, due to the nature of the sampling 

method, the higher elevation, northern end of the study site was sampled at a greater density 

than the southern end. In addition, the study area is predominantly characterised by south-

facing slopes. Therefore unmeasured variables could exhibit spatial bias based on 

disproportionate sampling in two directions: over-representation of sampled locations at 

higher elevations, and over-represntation of sampled locations on south-facing aspects. 

Northness was therefore included as a surrogate variable in two respects: firstly as an – 

arguably unnecessary – surrogate measure of insolation, and secondly as a surrogate variable 

for possible unsampled variables that could exhibit a distinctive bias towards north- or south-

facing slopes. 

 

The process of extracting environmental variables from the DEM, as raster data layers in 

ArcMap, is illustrated by Figure 8 (below). 

                                                 
2 Derivation is an indication of the number of calculations involved in deriving a new variable layer from an 
original data layer (Van Neil et al. 2004) 
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4.v Multiple logistic regression 

Logistic regression was carried out in the R statistical computing environment, using a GLM 

conditioned to presence-absence data by specifying the binomial error distribution, as 

suggested by Long (2008: pers. comm.). To test the predictive performance of the model, the 

full dataset was randomly partitioned into a calibration dataset (139 cases) and an evaluation 

dataset (30 cases); the figure of 17% was adopted as a sensible size for the evaluation dataset, 

considering the compromise between quality of evaluation and model calibration (see section 

2). 

 

 
Figure 9: Outline map of the study area showing locations of sampled 
points, and the random partition of calibration and evaluation datasets 
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The goal of logistic regression was to construct the most parsimonious model that adequately 

described the species-environment relationship; the models initially derived from the 

calibration dataset were refined through a stepwise removal of the least significant terms, to 

produce a Minimum Adequate Model (MAM). Following each removal, the models were 

fitted again, and the significance of the terms re-assessed. The significance of terms was 

assessed using the p-value and a threshold of 0.05, above which p-values were considered 

insignificant. This is a traditional threshold and, while it has been criticised for masking 

variables that are known to be important (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000), is accepted here as 

an appropriate value, since any ambiguity surrounding the statistical significance of the 

species-environment relationships is avoided. This procedure, summarised in Figure 10, was 

carried out for all species until all variables were significant (p-value ≤ 0.05). 

4.vi Applying the logistic regression formula using map algebra 

Following the development of the initial MAM using the calibration dataset, and the 

subsequent final MAM using the full dataset, models were implemented in ArcMap, using a 

map algebra expression based on equation 2; 

 

“ProbSpecies1 = Exp([intercept parameter] + [variable1 slope coefficient] * [variable1]) /  

(1 + (Exp([intercept parameter] + [variable1 slope coefficient] * [variable1])))” 

 

Map layers were added to the above expression based on the variables found to be significant 

in the MAMs. The inverse logistic function used here scaled the output values between 0 and 

1, producing probability of species’ occurrence maps for each species, based on their 

modelled relationships with environmental variables. 

4.vii Model evaluation using ROC Curve AUC 

To evaluate the predictive performance of the models, probabilities of species’ occurrence, 

estimated using the map algebra expression described above, were extracted from their 

respective raster layers and compared to the observed data in the evaluation dataset (see 

Figure 9). The ROC Curve AUC statistics for each model were calculated by running the 

program ‘ROC_K_STATS.exe’ (Pearson 2004) on the predicted and observed data 

corresponding to the evaluation dataset delimited in Figure 9. Table 7 summarises the 

measures used in this study: 
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Measure returned by ROC_K_STATS Usage 

AUC Measure of predictive performance 

Sensitivity  

1 – Specificity 

Values returned for every possible threshold 

cutoff; used to plot ROC Curve 

Sensitivity / Specificity –defined threshold Point on the ROC Curve where sensitivity 

and 1 – specificity are maximised; optimal 

threshold used for inferring presence / 

absence from continuous probability values – 

used to define PHDMs 

Table 7: summary of measures used in model evaluation 

 

AUC statistics were used to evaluate predictive performance, according to the framework 

presented by Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000); see Table 3. 

4.viii Potential Habitat Distribution Maps 

The sensitivity / specificity –defined threshold (see Table 7) was applied to the probability of 

species’ occurrence raster layers in ArcMap as a reclassification value. All values below the 

threshold were assigned a value of 0; all values above the threshold were assigned a new 

value of 1, indicating suitable habitat for each species. 
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5.i Results 

 
Abbreviation Species 

GENT Gentiana acaulis 

GEUM Geum reptans 

JUN Juniperus communis 

PULS Pulsatilla vulgaris 

SED Sedum 

SILENE Silene acaulis 

Table 8: Species names abbreviations used in modelling 
 
The following section details the outputs from each modelling stage. In the interests of clarity, 

the initial model runs have been omitted, but can be found in Appendix I. The slope 

coefficient is equivalent to the rate of change in the probability of a species occurring per unit 

of the independent variable, the signs of which define the nature of the relationship between 

the independent variable and the probability of species occurrence. The p-value denotes 

significance (see section 4) 

5.ii Minimum Adequate Model, Calibration Dataset 

 
Model Variable Slope coefficient P-value Significance 

GENT_C-MAM elv -0.022743 0.00346 0.01 

     

GEUM_C-MAM elv -0.221 0.0421 0.05 

 northness -1.4182 0.0349 0.05 

     

PULS_C-MAM rad 0.0005373 0.004371 0.01 

 elv -0.0413 0.000122 0.001 

 slp -0.03677 0.030342 0.05 

     

JUN_C-MAM elv -0.06535 0.00563 0.01 

     

SILENE_C-MAM hillshd -0.0236192 0.0228 0.05 

 rad 0.0006103 0.0121 0.05 

 elv -0.0278566 0.0284 0.05 

 northness 0.5907267 0.034 0.05 

     

Table 9: Calibration Minimum Adequate Model output following stepwise removal of least 
significant terms. 
 

Table 9 details MAM parameters following fitting to the calibration dataset (see section 4); 

these represent the species-environment relationships defined by the most parsimonious 

models fitted to the calibration dataset. 
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SED is absent from the Calibration MAM at this stage, because no significant (p ≤ 0.05) 

relationships were found between the occurrence of Sedum and any of the measured 

environmental variables. 

 

Significant inverse relationships between elevation and likelihood of species’ presence are 

apparent for all models. Elevation was the sole environmental variable to exhibit a significant 

relationship with the occurrence of Gentian and Juniperus. For other species, elevation is one 

of a group of variables that contribute to species’ distributions. The significance of elevation 

varies between species; the contribution of elevation is most significant for Pulsatilla, 

whereas for Silene and Geum, elevation is equally as significant as the other environmental 

variables included in the models. However, in no model was another variable more significant 

than elevation. 

 

Other environmental variables are less broadly related to species’ occurrence. Pulsatilla and 

Silene are positively associated with insolation; the significance of which is greater for the 

former. Geum and Silene occurrences are related to northness, however the former 

demonstrates an inverse relationship, whereas for the latter the relationship is positive. Slope 

was inversely related only to Pulsatilla, while hillshade was inversely related to Silene. There 

were no associations between any species’ occurrences and eastness. 
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5.iii Minimum Adequate Model, Full Dataset 

 
Model Variable Slope coefficient P-value Significance 

GENT_F-MAM elv -0.01879 0.00537 0.01 

     

GEUM_F-MAM elv -0.221 0.0421 0.05 

 northness -1.4182 0.0349 0.05 

     

PULS_F-MAM rad 0.000515 0.00314 0.01 

 elv -0.04453 0.00000683 0.001 

 slp -0.03144 0.03369 0.05 

     

JUN_F-MAM elv -0.06535 0.00563 0.01 

     

SILENE_F-MAM hillshd -0.02191 0.0237 0.05 

 rad 0.000488 0.0206 0.05 

 elv -0.02826 0.0125 0.05 

 northness 0.349722 0.1388  

     

Table 10: Full dataset Minimum Adequate Model output. Note significance of northness in 
SILENE_F-MAM (highlighted) has decreased. 
 

Model Variable 
Slope 
coefficient P-value Significance 

SILENE_F-MAM2 hillshd -0.02091 0.0289 0.05 

 rad 0.000428 0.0369 0.05 

 elv -0.02627 0.0183 0.05 

     

Table 10a: Final refined full dataset Minimum Adequate Model output for SILENE following 
removal of northness. 
 
Little change in variable significance between models fitted to the calibration and full datasets 

was observed, with the exception of Silene. Fitting the MAM to the full dataset reduced the 

significance of northness below the specified p-value threshold. Therefore the initial MAM 

was refined to produce a model in which the significance of all variables was maximised, 

resulting in SILENE_F-MAM2. Figures 11-13 provide graphical illustrations of species-

environment relationships for models with multiple variables (GEUM_F-MAM, PULS_F-

MAM and SILENE_F-MAM2). 
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Geum reptans MAM 

Probability of Geum occurrence is maximised at all but the highest elevations. The inverse 

relationship with northness only affects the probability of Geum occurrence above a critical 

elevation, seen in Figure 11, lower at north-facing than south-facing aspects. 

 
 
Figure 11: GLM for GEUM_F-MAM plotted in environmental variable 
space 

Elevation (m) 
Northness 
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Pulsatilla vulgaris MAM 

 
The shape of Pulsatilla’s response to the environmental variables remains similar at all four 

levels of insolation; increases in insolation do not affect the relationship between slope or 

elevation and Pulsatilla occurrence. Probability of Pulsatilla occurrence is maximised on 

gentle slopes at low elevations, with a high receipt of insolation.

 

Elevation (m) 
Slope (°) 

 
 
Figures 12a-d: GLM function for PULS_F-MAM plotted in environmental variable space 
for four levels of insolation. 
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Silene acaulis MAM 

The probability of Silene occurrence is maximised at low elevations with a high receipt of 

solar insolation, where topographic exposure is low (low hillshade values). The shape of the 

response changes between low and high insolation; at higher insolation values the inverse 

relationship between Silene occurrence and hillshade becomes much steeper – high insolation 

partially offsets the inverse hillshade-Silene relationship, increasing the likelihood of 

occurrence in areas of high topographic exposure. 

 

Elevation (m) Hillshade 

 
 
Figures 13a-d: GLM function for SILENE_F-MAM2 plotted in environmental variable 
space for four levels of insolation. 
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5.iv Area Under (ROC) Curve Statistics 

Table 12 provides an overview of the Area Under Curve statistics derived from the ROC 

Curves produced for each model (Figure 14). Predictive performance of the models ranged 

from excellent (JUN) to worse than random (SILENE), as outlined in Table 11. Dashed lines 

in Figure 14 represent predictive performance equivalent to chance, included as an illustrative 

measure. While it should be noted that these measures are pessimistic, as they are based on 

the calibration dataset, which is limited relative to the full dataset, they nonetheless indicate 

significant variation in the predictive performance of the models. 

 
Model AUC Predictive performance 

SILENE_C-MAM 0.458 Worse than random 

GENT_C-MAM 0.546 Poor 

GEUM_C-MAM 0.607 Acceptable 

PULS_C-MAM 0.682 Acceptable 

JUN_C-MAM 0.833 Excellent 

Table 11: predictive performance of models based on the measures of Hosmer and Lemeshow 
(2000) 
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Figure 14 
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5.v Mapped probabilities of species’ occurrence 

 
Figure 15 (see below) illustrates the final mapped probabilities derived from the application of 

the final MAMs for each species to the environmental variable layers in ArcMap. Probability 

of occurrence decreases with increasing elevation, in all cases; there are differences between 

species however. Gentiana exhibits gradual variation with the elevation gradient, while Geum 

and Juniper show more constrained responses; probability of Geum occurrence is high at all 

but the highest elevations, whereas Juniperus occurrence is low at nearly all locations apart 

from those at low elevations. Silene and Pulsatilla demonstrate more complex responses to a 

combination of environmental variables, which moderate their relationships with elevation. 
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5.vi Potential Habitat Distribution Maps (PHDMs) 

 
Model Sensitivity - Specificity defined threshold 

GENT_C-MAM 0.96 

GEUM_C-MAM 0.99 

JUN_C-MAM 0.05 

PULS_C-MAM 0.64 

SILENE_C-MAM 0.36 

Table 12: Optimal thresholds for the mapping areas of species occurrence 
 
The Potential Habitat Distribution Maps (Figure 16: below), reclassified from the probability 

of species occurrence maps using the sensitivity-specificity defined thresholds (Table 12), 

illustrate the areas defined as potentially suitable habitat for each species, based on the 

thresholds. 
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6.i Discussion 

 
The significant relationships between five alpine species and the variables relating to their 

environment presented in Section 5 prove that the definition of significant relationships 

between physiographic variables extracted from a DEM, and the occurrence of plant species. 

The predictive performance of each model presented in Table 10 indicates that the defined 

relationships can be used to model the probability of occurrence of four out of the five alpine 

plant species for which significant species-environment relationships were found, with 

varying degrees of success. Therefore, null hypothesis H02, that physiographic variables 

derived solely from a DEM are insufficient for modelling the probability of species 

occurrence, can be refuted in most cases. However, the AUC score of 0.4 for Silene indicates 

a predictive performance that is worse than random, and therefore implies that Silene 

occurrence cannot be modelled using the variables derived from the DEM in this study. 

Causes of this are considered below. 

 

No significant relationships were found between the variables in this study and the occurrence 

of Sedum. This confirms the secondary working hypothesis outlined in Section 4: no 

significant relationships would be found between environmental variables and the presence of 

Sedum. The universal occurrence of Sedum illustrates that its ecological niche encompasses 

all possible microclimates present at the study site. 
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6.ii Species Richness 

 

Summing the PHDMs in Figure 16 produced an estimate of species richness at the study site 

(Figure 17), based on the potential distributions of the five modelled species. Species richness 

is highest at the south-western corner of the study site, where conditions broadly correspond 

to areas of high insolation and low elevation in Figures 18 and 19 respectively. This implies 

that the distribution of plant species at the study sites occurs along distinct gradients related to 

elevation and insolation, consistent with work by Guisan and Theurillat (2000a); species 

exhibit preference for the warm, sheltered conditions resulting from the configuration of 

environmental gradients by the landscape. However, Table 10 shows that responses to these 

environmental variables vary between species; this implies that the responses of species to the 

fundamental gradients of elevation and insolation are modified by other variables. 

 
Figure 17: Map of species richness 
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6.iii The Importance of Solar Insolation 

 

Solar insolation exerts significant control over the distributions of two out of the six alpine 

plant species studied; on this basis, therefore H01 can be refuted for Silene and Pulsatilla. 

However, the lack of significant relationships between solar insolation and four of the species 

under study is surprising, considering its primary importance for plant growth, as well as its 

secondary influence on other variables (snow cover duration, moisture availability) also 

important for growth. While relationships do exist, the extent to which insolation, as a 

variable derived from the DEM, controls the distribution of vegetation should be questioned. 

 

Assessment of the extent to which solar isolation contributes to the modelled distributions of 

Pulsatilla and Silene is complicated by markedly different predictive performance between 

the models (see table 11). Figures 12 and 13 illustrate that the nature of the relationship 

between the probability of occurrence and insolation is the same for both species; probability 

 
Figure 18: Map of solar insolation at the study site, showing 
pronounced heterogeneity relating to topography 
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of occurrence increases with insolation. Comparison of the PHDMs (Figure 16) for Pulsatilla 

and Silene with the insolation map (Figure 18) illustrates this; suitable habitats for each 

species correspond with areas of high insolation. These patterns are modified by the influence 

of other environmental variables present in the models to produce distinct areas of potentially 

suitable habitat for each species; for Silene this is dominated by a wide band corresponding to 

areas of low hillshade values (therefore low topographic exposure), whereas for Pulsatilla 

potentially suitable habitat lies predominantly to the south-west, in areas that correspond with 

low slopes. Modification of the species-environment relationships present in the models by 

external, unmeasured variables, or inappropriate modification of the fundamental 

relationships with insolation and elevation by the hillshade and slope variables, to a different 

extent in each case, may be a cause of the differences in performance between the two 

models. 

 

Hillshade is a tertiary derived variable (see table 6); Van Neil et al. (2004) assert that 

variables derived at the tertiary level are subject to less propagation error than those derived at 

the secondary level. Therefore it is reasonable to postulate that the error in the modelled 

Silene distribution seems unlikely to have originated in the derivation of hillshade from the 

DEM. As a result of eliminating derivation error, the appropriateness of hillshade as a 

predictor variable should be questioned. The inverse relationship between hillshade, as a 

measure of topographic exposure, and the probability of Silene occurrence is ecologically 

plausible – occurrence was observed in areas characterised by sheltered microclimates, such 

as those in Figure 4. However, the scale at which the relationship between Silene occurrence 

and hillshade is investigated may be inappropriate. 

6.iv Issues of Scale 

 
The lack of significant relationships between topographically-derived environmental variables 

and the distribution of species (insolation, for example) is conspicuous, in view of their 

importance for plant growth. A likely cause of this is error in the environmental variables 

derived from the DEM. Error in the environmental variables is propagated in the derivation 

process, and conveyed to the modelled species-environment relationships (Van Neil et al. 

2004), therefore accounting for failings in the predictive performance of the models. The 

degrees to which derivation error accounts for poor predictive performance are differential 
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(see Van Neil et al. 2004, above) and the results of this study reflect this; insolation was a 

significant variable, derived at the tertiary level, in PULS_F-MAM and SILENE_F-MAM2, 

but the predictive performance of the models differed markedly.  

 

In addition to the spatial resolution of the DEM, another source of error lies in the choice of 

interpolation technique which, while justified in Section 4, can have a significant effect on the 

degree of error in the DEM. A caveat introduced by the adoption of a minimum curvature 

technique such as thin plate splines, which are designed to minimise measurement error 

(Burrough and McDonnell 1998), is that natural variation may be smoothed out (Mitas and 

Mitasova 2005), resulting in a DEM that is a simplification of reality. A result of smoothing is 

that complex natural heterogeneity in the topography is minimised (Burrough and McDonnell 

1998). In the context of alpine species-environment relationships, the significance of 

heterogeneous topography in which has already been identified, this is a serious limitation, 

because it has a direct impact on the ecologically-relevant variables derived from the DEM, 

and therefore the degree to which the modelled species-environment relationship reflects 

reality. This appears to be the case with the three models which incorporate derived variables. 

While the species-environment relationships represented in the models are ecologically 

feasible, they are unlikely to reflect the heterogeneity in the scales at which these relationships 

occur in reality. 

 

In order to be representative, species-environment relationships must be modelled at the 

appropriate scale (Wiens 1989). In alpine environments, these relationships occur over small 

scales at the ground’s surface, reflecting the small growth form of plants – the scale at which 

each species interacts is seldom measured in metres (see Table 4). Despite the relatively high 

spatial resolution of the DEM, species-environment relationships in reality occur at much 

smaller scales. Hence, the scale at which the derived environmental variables vary is likely to 

be too coarse to represent the scales at which species-environment relationships occur in 

reality. The heterogeneity in the distribution of observed occurrence for all species (with the 

possible exception of Juniperus – see below) across the study site (e.g. Figure 15) implies the 

significance of variations in the environmental variables contributing to the ecological niche 

of species at the micro-scale. Failure to account for these variations is a probable cause of 

poor predictive performance. 
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Based on the predictive performance of, and the variables included in, each of the models, the 

fact that the Juniperus model based solely on elevation (JUN_F-MAM) performs excellently 

(see Table 11) confirms that the spatial resolution of the DEM, and therefore the scale at 

which species-environment relationships are modelled, is too coarse to accurately represent 

the scales at which species-environment relationships occur in reality, with the exception of 

larger-scale patterns such as elevation. In view of the limitations described above, the 

contribution of elevation to the modelled species’ distributions should be considered the most 

valid, as it is least likely to be subject to error. 
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6.v Differential importance of elevation 

 

Species’ response to elevation is universal; for five of the six studied species, probability of 

occurrence is inversely related to elevation. This is consistent with results presented by 

Dirnböck et al. (2003), and demonstrates the fundamental ecological relevance of elevation, 

as a complex environmental variable that encompasses other environmental gradients, in 

controlling plant species distribution. The adiabatic lapse rate, as a key link between elevation 

and temperature (Körner 2003), is one reason for this – at higher elevations the colder 

temperatures result in marginal conditions for plant growth. Topographic shelter from the 

wind at lower elevations is likely to enhance the retention of soil moisture, and decrease the 

physiological stress plants experience in high winds. The sheltering effect of surrounding 

vegetation, which is more prevalent at lower elevations, is also a contributory factor, although 

 
Figure 19: Map of elevation at the study site, illustrating 
pronounced north-south gradient 
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this may be offset by competition (Choler et al. 2001). Elevation’s significance also reflects 

the fact that, of the environmental variables derived from the DEM, it is least subject to error 

as a result of the interpolation technique adopted (see above). 

 

The wide range of predictive performance between species’ distribution models provides 

evidence for the individualistic response of vegetation to environmental variables (Gleason 

1926). The example of Juniperus and Gentiana illustrates this; while both species’ models 

utilised elevation as the sole environmental variable, there is a marked difference in 

performance between the two models: JUN_C-MAM performs well, whereas the ability of 

GENT_C-MAM to predict occurrence is little better than chance. The difference between 

predictive performances implies that favourable conditions for Juniperus are more strongly 

constrained by elevation than those for Gentiana, for which other unmeasured variables may 

be more significant. This is illustrated by comparing Figure 16 with Figure 19 – the potential 

habitat of Juniperus is strongly constrained by elevation and shows good correspondence with 

the observed occurrence of the species; on the other hand, Gentiana’s potential habitat, 

defined by the modelled species-environment relationship as encompassing the whole of the 

study site, does not exhibit the variation shown in the observed occurrence data. 

 

The poor predictive performance of GENT_C-MAM supports Körner’s (2003) assertion that 

elevation alone is a poor predictor of species’ distributions, where the distribution of the 

species is highly controlled by the interaction of environmental variables linked to micro-

topography. However, JUN_C-MAM provides an example of the ability of elevation to 

predict the probability of occurrence well. Juniperus was the largest species under study; 

therefore the interactions between it and its controlling variables are likely to take place on a 

larger spatial scale than those of the other species. The results suggest that micro-topography 

is a less significant factor in the delimitation of suitable Juniperus habitat relative to other 

species, simply because its growth form exceeds the scales of much of the micro-topographic 

variation at the study site. Identification of the elevation gradient as the key limiting factor for 

Juniperus over other topographically-derived variables is in agreement with the findings of 

Thomas et al. (2007): that Juniperus is primarily light- and elevation-limited, as such its 

distribution is likely to reflect the large-scale patterns of elevation in preference to micro-scale 

patterning of other environmental variables. 
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6.vi Spatial bias in sampling 

The configuration of the study site, in combination with the sampling strategy, may be a 

source of spatial bias in the sampled data. The dominant aspect at the study site was south-

facing. As a result of this, conditions characteristic of south-facing slopes were more likely to 

occur than those associated with north-facing slopes. The aspect derivative northness was 

included as a variable partly to account for this fact, by acting as a surrogate for unmeasured 

variables that exhibit non-uniform spatial variation along the north-south gradient. The fact 

that northness was only significant in the case of Geum indicates that for the majority of 

species this is not the case. Northness, as the degree to which a slope is north- or south- 

facing, is regarded as a proxy for solar insolation. The lack of a significant relationship 

between Geum and insolation precludes an association with northness on the grounds of 

insolation, however the relationship between Geum occurrence and northness may be linked 

to Geum’s preference for damp soils (Weppler et al. 2006). Figure 5 shows that these 

conditions are lacking on the north-west facing aspect at the study site, which is characterised 

by a rocky slope and thin soil. The observed absences of Geum on the north-western aspect, 

as indicated by Figure 15, support this interpretation. 

 

6.vii Contradiction between fundamental and realised niches 

The modelled species distributions mapped in this study (see Figures 15 and 16), are a 

representation of the fundamental niche of each species: the distributions we might expect if 

the responses of the modelled species to the environment accorded to the equilibrium 

assumption and were therefore not subject to any form of external perturbation (Pearson 

2007). However, this is rarely the case, as acknowledged by Franklin (1995). In reality the 

nature of the species-environment relationship is modified by complex inter-species 

interaction (Gallaway et al. 2002), and other perturbations. Taking Gentiana as an example, 

the PHDM (Figure 16), synonymous with the species’ fundamental niche, indicates that the 

whole of the study site represents suitable habitat for the species. The widespread occurrence 

of absences at the study site may be a manifestation of the modification of Gentiana’s 

fundamental niche by external perturbation or interactions with other species (Gallaway et al. 

2002). The variations in predictive performance of this study’s species-environment models 

are an indication of the limitations associated with universal assumption of pseudo-

equilibrium in alpine species-environment relationships (Guisan and Theurillat 2000a). 
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The possibility of coincidental association between a species’ occurrence and environmental 

variables identified as significant predictors should not be ruled out; there is a degree of 

random variation inherent in the biotic interactions with plants and their environment. The 

limited size and localised nature of this study could produce significant relationships between 

species’ occurrence and environmental variables that in reality occur by chance. Accounting 

for the sources of error described above, coincidental relationships are another likely source 

of error contributing to the poor performance of the Silene model. 

 

6.viii Recommendations for Further Work 

The importance of Snow Cover 

Snow cover was not included as a direct variable in this study, due to the constraints on time 

and sampling but, as emphasised in Section 2, its significance in determining the distribution 

of alpine species cannot be denied. These theoretical relationships can be implied via 

topographic variables, as in this study, but considerable uncertainty still surrounds the actual 

distribution of snow cover at the study site; this may explain some of the variation in species’ 

distributions that was not accounted for in the models. The effects of snow cover on species 

distribution are multifaceted and complex; accurate representation of species’ relationships 

with snow cover represents a significant challenge in species’ distribution modelling and 

initially requires primary data on snow cover. 

Accounting for the variability of species-environment relationships 

The nature of a species-environment relationship is seldom spatially- or temporally-constant. 

A key limitation of static equilibrium empirical models of species-environment relationships, 

such as the models developed in this study, is that the modelled relationships are spatially- 

and temporally-specific. Locally weighted regression is a technique that can be combined 

with a raster-based GIS approach to account for the spatial variability in modelled species-

environment relationships (Cleveland & Devlin 1988). An evaluation of the relevance of the 

static equilibrium concept in relation to ecological modelling is required in order to account 

for temporal variability in species-environment relationships. 

Improving generality 

Steps towards process-based models, by incorporating variables such as dispersal, 

competition, succession and grazing, in addition to more physiologically mechanistic direct 
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and resource variables such as moisture availability and temperature, would improve the 

predictive capabilities and generality of models by removing the specific aspects of empirical 

models (Austin 2002). However, incorporating these variables represents a significant 

methodological challenge. 

 

A further effect of the limited size of the study site is that the full ranges of conditions 

representing the ecological niches of the species are not represented by the limited variation in 

conditions present at the study site. This is clear from the species maps in Figure 15; the full 

ranges of probabilities of species’ occurrence are not represented. This is a considerable 

limitation pertaining to the application of models based on data from one location to other 

locations. Over a greater altitudinal range, for instance, the modelled response of a species to 

elevation may produce unrealistic saturation of the probability of that species’ occurrence, 

resulting in poor predictive performance. Therefore a priority in the collection of data for the 

defining of species-environment relationships should be ensuring that the sampled range of 

environmental conditions are sufficiently representative to permit extrapolation of the models 

to other environments. These requirements are dependent on the application. 

 

7. Synthesis and Conclusions 

 
In summary, the potential distributions of alpine plant species can be mapped using static 

equilibrium models of plant responses to environmental variables, derived from a DEM, with 

varying degrees of success. Predictive performance is improved when fundamental gradients 

that exhibit large-scale variation, elevation for example, form the principle components of a 

model. 

 

Elevation was identified as the single most discriminative environmental gradient, controlling 

the distributions of five of the six modelled species, reflecting its significance as a complex 

variable that partially accounts for several environmental gradients. Solar insolation was a 

significant determinant of suitable habitat for Pulsatilla vulgaris and Silene acaulis, while an 

unmeasured variable related to north-facing slopes, likely to be soil moisture, interacted with 

elevation to determine the occurrence of Geum reptans. 
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A wide range in predictive performances, from worse than random to excellent, demonstrates 

the differential effects of error on the modelling of species’ distributions. Sources of error are 

principally related to the degree to which micro-topographic variation, which has a significant 

effect on the distribution of the environmental factors that control species’ distributions, is 

reflected in the DEM. Despite having a relatively high spatial resolution of 0.7m, the DEM 

failed to reflect important micro-topographic variation. Errors relating to the spatial scales at 

which species-environment relationships are modelled reduce the predictive performance of 

models. 

 

Variation in predictive performance between models emphasises the complexity of the 

individualistic responses of alpine plants to their environment, confirming the use of the 

species-based continuum approach as the most appropriate in predictive modelling. 

Quantifying individualistic species-environment relationships at high spatial resolution, 

beyond the general elevation trend, represents a considerable challenge for the ecological 

modelling community. 
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9. Appendices 

9.i Appendix I: Initial Model Run Results 

Model Variable Estimate 
Std. 
Error z value Pr(>|z|) Significance 

p-value 
rank 

SED_initial (Intercept) 396 254.8 1.554 0.12   

 Hillshade -0.0019 0.04522 -0.042 0.967  1 

 Radiation -0.0003 0.001557 -0.194 0.846  2 

 Slope -0.02563 0.03349 -0.765 0.444  3 

 Eastness 0.9386 0.8178 1.148 0.251  4 

 Northness -1.24 0.8295 -1.495 0.135  5 

 Elevation -0.1467 0.09563 -1.534 0.125  6 

GENT_initial (Intercept) 106.5 35.78 2.978 0.0029   

 Eastness -0.07494 0.2935 -0.255 0.79844  1 

 Northness 0.1797 0.2695 0.667 0.505  2 

 Slope 0.01136 0.01454 0.781 0.43478  3 

 Hillshade -0.01516 0.01036 -1.463 0.14341  4 

 Radiation 0.000461 0.000243 1.9 0.05742 0.1  

 Elevation -0.03998 0.0134 -2.984 0.00284 0.01  

GEUM_initial (Intercept) 605.6377 387.9929 1.561 0.1185   

 Slope -0.02172 0.032954 -0.659 0.5098  1 

 Eastness 0.498332 0.728635 0.684 0.494  2 

 Radiation -0.00238 0.001926 -1.235 0.2167  3 

 Hillshade 0.067507 0.051993 1.298 0.1942  4 

 Elevation -0.22639 0.145656 -1.554 0.1201  5 

 Northness -1.63221 0.827609 -1.972 0.0486 0.05  

JUN_initial (Intercept) 127.9 130.3 0.982 0.326   

 Northness 0.09758 0.5942 0.164 0.87  1 

 Radiation -0.00011 0.000599 -0.181 0.856  2 

 Hillshade -0.00748 0.02956 -0.253 0.8  3 

 Slope -0.0271 0.05077 -0.534 0.593  4 

 Eastness 0.7232 0.7255 0.997 0.319  5 

 Elevation -0.04915 0.04912 -1.001 0.317  6 

PULS_initial (Intercept) 151.6 37.77 4.012 0.00006   

 Northness 0.2447 0.281 0.871 0.38396  1 

 Eastness -0.3931 0.3225 -1.219 0.22291  2 

 Hillshade -0.01914 0.01129 -1.695 0.09006 0.1 3 

 Slope -0.04214 0.01798 -2.344 0.01910 0.1 4 

 Radiation 0.000835 0.000255 3.272 0.00107 0.01  

 Elevation -0.05699 0.01413 -4.034 0.00005 0.001  

SILENE_initial (Intercept) 82.59061 35.10311 2.353 0.0186   

 Eastness 0.134583 0.296048 0.455 0.6494  1 

 Slope 0.014547 0.014705 0.989 0.3226  2 

 Northness 0.588452 0.280733 2.096 0.0361 0.1  

 Hillshade -0.02365 0.010518 -2.249 0.0245 0.1  

 Elevation -0.03112 0.013146 -2.367 0.0179 0.1  

 Radiation 0.000617 0.000247 2.5 0.0124 0.1  
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9.ii Appendix II: R Functions 

GLM 
data<-read.table("E:\\RP_GISWork\\LogReg\\AspAdj_FullMod.txt", header=T) 
attach(data) 
names(data) 
 
Gentian01Model<-glm(Gentian~elv, binomial) 
summary(Gentian01Model) 
 
GeumModel<-glm(Geum~elv+northness, binomial) 
summary(GeumModel) 
 
PulsModel<-glm(Puls~rad+elv+slp, binomial) 
summary(PulsModel) 
 
JunModel<-glm(Jun~elv, binomial) 
summary(JunModel) 
 
MCModel<-glm(MC~hillshd+rad+elv, binomial) 
summary(MCModel) 

 

Plotting GLM in 3D Environmental Variable Space 
data<-read.table("E:\\Research Project\\DATA\\EnvSpace\\Geum.txt", 
header=T) 
attach(data) 
names(data) 
 
range(elv) 
range(north) 
 
x<-seq(2589.751, 2673.961, 1) 
 
y<-seq(-0.9999563, 0.9999807, 0.1) 
 
f<-function(x,y) 
 
f<-(exp(-0.221*x-1.4182*y+591.1643))/(1+exp(-0.221*x-1.4182*y+591.1643)) 
 
z<-outer(x,y,f) 
 
persp(x,y,z, theta=30, phi=30, xlab="Aspect", ylab="Elevation (m)", 
zlab="p(Geum present)", axes=T, ticktype="detailed") 

 
#For Silene; significant variables are elv, rad, hillshade 
 
#Create x,y, matrix 
#x is elv 
#y is hillshade 
x<-seq(2590,2674,2) 
y<-seq(29,189,5) 
 
#Plot functions for different levels of rad 
f1<-function(x, y) 
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f1<-(exp(-0.02627*x-0.02091*y+0.08352982+70.54068))/(1+exp(-0.02627*x-
0.02091*y+0.08352982+70.54068)) 
f2<-function(x, y) 
f2<-(exp(-0.02627*x-0.02091*y+0.462596005+70.54068))/(1+exp(-0.02627*x-
0.02091*y+0.462596005+70.54068)) 
f3<-function(x, y) 
f3<-(exp(-0.02627*x-0.02091*y+0.942624441+70.54068))/(1+exp(-0.02627*x-
0.02091*y+0.942624441+70.54068)) 
f4<-function(x, y) 
f4<-(exp(-0.02627*x-0.02091*y+2.125799512+70.54068))/(1+exp(-0.02627*x-
0.02091*y+2.125799512+70.54068)) 
 
z1<-outer(x,y,f1) 
z2<-outer(x,y,f2) 
z3<-outer(x,y,f3) 
z4<-outer(x,y,f4) 
 
par(mfrow=c(2,2), ps=8, mai=c(0.3,0.3,0.3,0.3)) 
 
par(mfrow=c(2,2), ps=8, mai=c(0.3,0.3,0.3,0.3)) 
persp(x,y,z1, theta=40, phi=30, xlab="", ylab="", 
zlab="", axes=T, ticktype="detailed", main="Insolation = 195", zlim=c(0,1), 
d=0.75, col="tomato3") 
persp(x,y,z2, theta=40, phi=30, xlab="", ylab="",  
zlab="", axes=T, ticktype="detailed", main="Insolation = 1080", 
zlim=c(0,1), d=0.75, col="tomato3") 
persp(x,y,z3, theta=40, phi=30, xlab="", ylab="",  
zlab="", axes=T, ticktype="detailed", main="Insolation = 2202", 
zlim=c(0,1), d=0.75, col="tomato3") 
persp(x,y,z4, theta=40, phi=30, xlab="", ylab="",  
zlab="", axes=T, ticktype="detailed", main="Insolation = 4966", 
zlim=c(0,1), d=0.75, col="tomato3") 

 
 


